Software Developer - Bold

The Bold team is looking for a full-time Software Developer to help us expand and grow our
suite of ecommerce applications and platforms.
As a Developer on the team, you’ll have the opportunity to work with other highly skilled
Developers to create and foster new, groundbreaking online businesses.
As a Developer, you will bring passion for development and an eagerness to build awesome
software.
At Bold our software developers all share some important c ore values and are passionate about
shipping code.
If you want to join one of Manitoba's fastest growing tech companies and work with the top
developers around, we encourage you to apply.

Here’s what we need from you
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Motivated and passionate about shipping high quality software
Ability to take a feature from concept to production
Passion for building cool things and getting stuff done
Ability to apply software design patterns in a real-world environment
Comfortable with Linux
Experience with or interest in TDD, CI, and CD
Experience with Relational SQL Databases (MySQL)
Have a grasp on basic web security concepts (SQL injection & XSS)
Experience working with and designing REST APIs
Great communication skills
Post Secondary education in Computer Science or equivalent program and related work
experience

Other skills that will get you far
●
●
●
●
●
●

PHP, Javascript or Golang
Experience working with Laravel, or other Symfony based frameworks
Javascript with frameworks like React, Angular, VueJS
Docker
Knowledge of Continuous Integration/Delivery tools
Being a generally awesome human being. We want someone cool to work with. It makes
the office a better place for everyone

●

Impress us with anything else you can do!  Juggle knives, make a killer mixtape, or
making delicious pastries

How to apply
If you think you have what it takes to be Bold, send your resumé and cover letter to
jobs@boldcommerce.com. Include the job title in the subject line.  We thank everyone for their
interest in Bold, however only those who are suitable for the position will be contacted for
interviews.
To learn more about Bold, and to see the other career opportunities, please visit:
www.boldcommerce.com/careers.
We get a lot of applicants so we encourage you to do something that stands out. Go above &
beyond when you apply so you don’t get lost in the mix. Talk about a cool project you’ve done,
link to your github, or just impress us with your personality.
Show that you have what it takes to be Bold.

What is Bold Commerce?
Bold Commerce is a software company located in Winnipeg, Manitoba. We specialize in
groundbreaking ecommerce applications and tools.  Some of our clients include Shopify, LA
Lakers, Cirque du Soleil, The Chive (and many others).
 Our development methodology follows the agile manifesto closely. We believe in allowing our
developers a lot of responsibility and autonomy, so we offer a casual and fun work environment
with flexible work hours.  We offer an Employee Share Ownership Program, so that everyone in
our company has a voice. Collaboration and teamwork are paramount at Bold, which is why we
offer daily catered lunches for all employees, staff parties, and beer on tap!
At Bold, we work hard and we play hard! If you are a potential Builder and think you've got what
it takes to be Bold, we encourage you to apply. We promise it will be a career like no other!What
it means to be Bold
Here at Bold, we live by the Bold Builders Code. The Code is our shared set of practices, beliefs
and values that help to shape this amazing company. Each employee is a Builder, and we are
all dedicated to growing Bold to be the biggest, best company it can be. We employ people who
want to do their very best work for our customers, for their co-workers, for the company as a
whole, and for their own personal satisfaction and growth. We believe in accountability to
one-another, in innovation, in being transparent in everything we do, and in measuring success
through results.

Bold is one of Manitoba's fastest growing tech companies, with a unique company culture that
encourages and rewards creativity. We’re looking for Builders, who are dedicated to doing an
amazing job, who want to stretch the boundaries, who are eager to impress, and who thrive on
standing out from the crowd.

